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thanks for this writeup! i've been using assimil since the early 2000's and i agree it's one of the best
resources i've used. i took the french course, which i had to take in college, and i had trouble

understanding the difficulties until i had to go through the books. now i'm taking the vietnamese
course and, i must say, it's simple compared to the french. i took a 2-day french trip to the island of

isla de pascua and went through the french 1 and 2 books in about 3 hours. it's a great way to
travel! i use the new testament (gnt) primarily as i just like the language. the modern reading is

probably the best though - i've nothing but praise for it, although it hasn't led to anything yet. (i'm
about 50% to 60% through it.) of course, i have a couple of other translations; i can't say i know
where to start with that topic, but i know i'd like to know more about it. the assimil course was

interesting, but i haven't finished it yet, mainly because i'm doing something else with my time.
(learning chinese and starting a new language would be taking time away from this.) in my case,
since i'm doing the course by myself, i found it very helpful to have the ability to study and take

notes at the same time. unfortunately, assimil doesn't have the same functionality as rosetta stone.
or, at least, i haven't been able to find it. if anyone knows how to replicate the functionality, i'd love
to hear it. i'm only finishing up the first half of the semester right now, so i have a lot of reading to

do. i'm sure the online instructors probably know this, but if they could edit themselves into the
online classes, that would be great. this would be because it makes more sense, in my opinion, than
a bunch of different instructors for one problem. the instructor is someone who used to teach in an

actual classroom.
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hi ernie,i’m running through the first three chapters of the new assimil greek course with my 13 year
old. we’re going to try the new book starting in four or five weeks. i have also signed up for a

subscription to the a&s. for the most part, i like the course. i do like the additional lesson structure,
and the “tutor’s intention” pieces, they help in conveying a useful, if loosely defined set of grammar

rules, and later in the section, i like the changes to the order of the word list, making it easier to
identify and memorize new words.maybe i’m just a real fast learner and i haven’t encountered any
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big bugs, but it’s been a pleasure to work with so far. i had some problems with the apparatus at
times, and it took me a while to figure out how to create a flash card with images, but after that was
sorted, it was fine.anyhow, thanks again for all you do for us!cheers, i dont think anyone would argue
that using a grammar book as a manual, listening to an audio, watching a dvd, and working through
a computer program is a legitimate and effective way to learn a language. these things all seem to

work. but there are no consistent data on what works best, and one method doesnt have a monopoly
on a good language program. if i were in charge of language instruction, i would promote multiple

methods with a focus on the particular needs of different students. but i wouldnt want to be the one
who was going to decide which of these multiple methods works best. thats why language courses
have a wide variety of courses to choose from. as for me, i have a grammar book, a grammar book
with audio, a grammar book with video (with each grammar book i have done a little of each), an

audio program, a video program, a vocabulary program, a grammar program for native speakers, an
audio program with grammar exercises and a dvd with flash cards for vocabulary, and a game that i
like playing with my daughter. i guess that is why i say it doesnt matter so much whether a program

is backed by academic research. it seems to be the best balance between theory and practice.
5ec8ef588b
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